Title word cross-reference

(k, t) [EMYRV21]. \{1, 2, 3\} [YYL\textsuperscript{+}20]. *

[GLXP23, ZZC24a]. ^\ast \[SMK23\]. \ast \[RW20\]. n

[WL23]. \alpha \[YZMC23\]. C \[KRR20\]. \ell\infty

[CC22]. q \[qLHG20, YX22, YLW21, ZM21\].

h \[LZL\textsuperscript{+}21, LFZ\textsuperscript{+}22, YFA20\]. L

[KK23b, LQCM23, PG22, ADFS24, BZZ23, GCH21, LZL\textsuperscript{+}21, LFZ\textsuperscript{+}22, YFA20\]. L

[SZS23]. m \[KA20\]. \mu^2 \[SLL24\]. N \[Y\text{O}_23, BZZ23, GCH21, LFZ\textsuperscript{+}22, SG23, WZ20\]. p

[BJ22, HJK20]. Q

[LD\text{XZ}\textsuperscript{+}21, LD\text{XZ}\textsuperscript{+}22, ZZ21\]. \{(n, k)\}

[YYL\textsuperscript{+}20].

-Adic [BJ22]. -Anonymity [YFA20]. -Ary

[LFZ\textsuperscript{+}22, BZZ23, GCH21]. -average

[YZMC23]. -Cube [LFZ\textsuperscript{+}22]. -Cubes

[WZ20, BZZ23, GCH21]. -Enhanced

[YYL\textsuperscript{+}20]. -Extra [YX22, YLW21, ZM21].

-Good-Neighbor \[qLHG20\]. -graph

[SZS23]. -Learning \[LD\text{XZ}\textsuperscript{+}21, LD\text{XZ}\textsuperscript{+}22\].

-Mean \[KRR20\]. -means

[LZL\textsuperscript{+}21, LQCM23].

-Means-SMOTE-ENN \[PG22\]. -Metric

[EMYRV21]. -nearest \[KK23b\]. -Norm

[CC22]. -Planar [ADFS24]. -Restricted

[LZM\textsuperscript{+}22, YYL\textsuperscript{+}20]. -Star \[HJK20\].

-Subdivision \[ZZ21\]. -wave \[KA20\].

19

[AASG23, AP22, Ano23b, ETA22, MST23, MKB23, RJ23, SAK22, TH23, VSS\textsuperscript{+}22]. 1K

[CWD\textsuperscript{+}23]. 1K-AES [CWD\textsuperscript{+}23].
2-Interval [PPR23]. 2-Layer [ADFS24].
256 [LSG+20]. 2D [MMK22]. 2D&3D [MK20].


5G [HHX+23, HXCH24, HSU24].
6 [YYLX21]. 64 [JSBV22, JSB24].

80 [WLLM23]. 802.11ah [CLH22, HYTG24].
802.11ah-based [CLH22].


Accuracy [MWH+24, SR20, SD20].


Acquisition [DFS+21a, WG21, WZQ+22]. across [Fat22]. Action [BIZA21, OB21].

Active [SB20]. Activities [HYTG24].

Activity [TYTZSE24]. ADAF [DM23].

ADAF-Adjusted [DM23].

Adaptable [BYYS21]. Adaptive [AK20, AKA+21, BTT+22, HX18, HXLX21, HZ21, KK23c, L2Z1, MS20, NM23, RD20, SS22d, WY+20b, XCC20, YWY21, Y+23c, YZN24, Z+23a, ZYG23, Ano23a].


Aggregate [BRL24, Q+23]. Aggregation [Hsu24]. Aging [SS22]. Agricultural [DFS+21a]. Agriculture [SP20]. AI [Ang24, GT22, WZJ+22].

Aided [ASSA21, C+23b, Gk21, KK23b, MJQ23, WDM+23, ML20]. Algebra [CKR22, HPV+21]. Algeria [DH21].


Algorithm-Based [JB23, MGB23, MBA23, RP22a, Rat20, SP20b].

Algorithm-Switching-Based [LYK+20]. Algorithms [DO22, GC22, GC+23, GG23, HYTG24, LLGC22, LLW+22, OS23, QGL+22, SZ20, TT24, YC+22, YFA20, ADJ23].

Based
[ZCC+23, ZYWH23, ZYW+20, Z+23b, ZWQ+23, CZLY21, CLH22, ÇÖI21, CKA21, DFS+21a, HZZ20, JMV22, LW22, LW23b, LLY20, M22, RD20, SS2b, Sha21, SIT20].

Bat [SS2a].

Batch [K+23, YLC+24].

Battering [KZH+22].

Battery [GGS].

Bayesian
[AR21, ETA22, MM20, PJ20, RNJRL+22].

Bayesian-Based [MM20].

BC [LSG+20, LC29], BCDC [LCF+21], BCM [YLC+24].

BCube [YFC+22].

BD [PJ20].

Be [GGJ21, LH21].

Beam [CRA23].

Beamforming [WWY20a].

Bee [EO21, KKK21, OMG22].

Beetle
[Ano23, KB22].

Behavior
[CLC+19, CLJ+22, GW24, GKD22, LQJ+24, Noo23, PC22].

Behavior-Obfuscation
[CLC+19, CLJ+22].

Behavioral [SCH+20].

Behaviors [MHG22].

Behaviour
[BJ22, XYZ24].

Being [BM23].

Belief
[BT23b, BGGH22, PXWL22, Sha21].

Benchmark
[BX22].

BERT
[LCC+24, SM23].

BERT-BiLSTM [SM23].

Best
[JZD21, NJ21].

Best-Worst [NJ21].

Better
[ASM+21, CPN+21].

Between
[LLF+21, SFC+23, YLW21].

Bi
[TYTZSE24].

Bi-LSTM [TYTZSE24].

Biased
[AM20].

Bidirectional [LC22].

Big
[AEGA22, EAGA23, HKD24, NCRS22, RP22a, WQZ+22, SGGM21].

Bigdata
[BG24].

Bijective [YZMC23].

Bike
[HL+22].

Bike-Sharing [HSL+22].

Bilateral
[WZL+24].

Bilinear
[ZYW+20].

BiLSTM
[SM23].

Binary
[CaJ22, FG22, KP20, LW23b, MP22, S+23, TT24, WSA22].

Binary-Coded [TT24].

Bind [CEN24].

Binding
[WXX20].

Biogeography
[SR23].

Biogeography-Based
[SR23].

Biomarkers
[KD21].

Biomedical
[KG22, SK24, SCA23].

Biometric
[ANG20, Ano24d, Gok22, PCL23, WSA22].

Birds
[HHL22].

Bit
[XWQ24].

Bitcoin
[MQ23, WZH+22, YZW23].

Bitemp
[ZZC+22].

Black
[RP22a, WZG+20].

Black-Box
[ZGW+20].

Blind
[CC22, DST20, H+23a, LL+20, Na22, SL+20].

Block
[AMT23, BGGBN24, DWGC23, HLJW22, HLC+23, LC22, LW23b, LLS+24, LSH+24, SLL24, YLZ20].

Blockchain
[ATZ+21, AWA21, AS24b, GCR+22, LLW22, LWL+22, LY+22, M+23, Oks24, PCMPCNHR22, T+23, WZH+22, YLC+24, YLZ20, ZHYH22, ZHYH23, ZSM24, ZC23b, ZYC+24].

Blockchain-Based
[AV21, AS24b, LW+22, M+23, PCMPCNHR22, ZSM24, LLW22].

Blog
[BS21].

Bloom
[KSS+24].

BLS
[FHWH24].

Boat
[CRY23].

Body
[BRA21, KESZ22, SB22].

Boolean
[Sha22, WZL+24, YX23, ZYS+23].

Boolean-Widths
[Sha22].

Boost
[PG22].

Boosting
[HB23, KTK23].

Border
[CR22].

BORON
[LSH+24].

Both
[Ano23c, LWXX22, LCC23].

Bound
[ZZW+24a].

Bounded
[LZH+20].

Box
[ZW+20, CLL+24, LZX+22].

boxes
[HJW22].

Brain
[Ano23d, BTT+22, CP23].


Classifier [BIZA21, CP23, JB23, LQJ+24, SK24].
ClassRoom [PCLZ23].
Clauses [Wil22].
Cleaning [YZX+24].
Climate [YLX+24].
Climate-Season-Based [YLX+24].
Climatic [BOI22].
Climbing [LLY+23].
Clique [YZW23].
Cliques [S+23].
Closed [PK20, PXWL22].
Closeness [WZ23].
Closest [CC22].
Closure [MMR22].
Clothoid [L+23f].
cloud-aware [SGGM21].
Cloud-Based [AHI22, AEGA22, AEGA23].
Cloud-Edge [JCY+20].
Clouds [CLM+20, LZQL22, SII22, TADD23].
CLS [DMG+23].
CLS-MMS [DMG+23].
Cluster [KYAN21, KP20, SMK23, ZZL20, ZZL23].
Cluster-Based [KYAN21, KP20].
Clustered [LZL+23].
Clustering [aBWH+22, GÖ23, KAMA22, KRR20, KAV23, LQC23, PS20, PJS20, RSSJ23, RP22b, VB21, VSS+22, WtZLS20, WZC+21, WCD+24, YFA20].
Clustering-Based [WCD+24].
Clustering-Evolutionary [aBWH+22].
Clusters [LZL+24].
CMA [SLC+20].
CMT [CZH+21].
CNFs [Wil22].
CNN [MSH22].
Co [BDP23, RD20].
CO-OFD [RD20].
Co-operative [BDP23].
Co-simulation [BDP23].
Coarse [LSC+22].
Coarse-Grained [LSC+22].

code [CZC22, Thi24, YYLX21].
Code-Based [CZC22].
Coded [T24].
Codes [BKS22, KP20, S+23, ZLZ22].
Coding [LC24b].
Coding-Based [LC24b].
Cognitive [MM20, QAA+22, RG22].
Coherence [SC22].
Coherent [DMG+23].
Coin [BS24].
Cold [YO23].
Cold-Start [YO23].
Collaborative [ASSA21, DY21, GGD22, LZL20, PP22].
Collie [CR22].
Collision [CH22, L+23f, SWW+22].
Collusive [XYZ24].
Colony [EO21, KKK21, OMG22].
Colony-Based [EO21].
Color [PS20].
Combination [MMR22, NCL22, SS24, SWW+22, XCC20].
Combinatorial [JXZ+22].
Combined [DFS+21b, VG23].
Combining [ANG20, L+23c, LZ23, RM22, XZLZ22, ZLX24, LDFD23].
COMET [XI22].
Commerce [GÖ23].
Commitment [WXX20, XWQ24].
Common [BT23a, FLPS23].
Communication [FNLW23, GAK20, LW23a, LX23, LLW24, SLC+20, WZHI+22, WWS24, YVCC23, ZZJZ20].
Communication-Aware [WWS24].
Communication-Efficiency [LW23a].
Communication-Efficient [LX23].
Communications [WWY20a].
Communities [HYY21].
Compact [C+23a, JM24].
Companies [AÖ21].
Comparative [MPP23, PGI+22, SAR+22a, SAR+22b].
Comparison [JCY+20, MMR22, Sha22, SB24].
Compatibility [PPR23].
Competency [RM20].
Competitive [OMG22].
Compiler [GCG+22, XWW23].
Complete [RW20, YX24].
Completely [WCF+22].
Complex [LF24, LGFD24, Meg20, QZT21, QLZ21, WYX22].
Complexity [FLZ+22, YD21, ZWQ+23].
Compliance [SA24].
Component [GCH20, HLCX23, LLF+21, LFZ+22].
MHG22, SFC+23, XG22, ZLC+22.
Component-Based [MHG22]. Composite
[SZX20]. Composition [BS23, JH23].
Compound [LZM+22]. Comprehensive
[MK20, RPP24]. Compressed
[BKS21, SLW24]. Compressing
[FGM21, K.24, OS23, QGL+22, RG23, Wil22].
Compressive [K.24, KGA23, RG23, Sha21].
Compressor [OS23]. Computation
[HML21, HHX+23]. Computational
[AKA+22, GG22, GG23, Hsu23, TTCCMR+23]. Computations [K+23].
Compute [AR21]. Computed [JCG23].
Computer [Gö21, KK23b, TTPD21].
Computer-Aided [Gö21, KK23b].
Computer-Generated [TTPD21].
Computing
[AS24a, BK23, GCH20, JCY+20, JTGJ20, LZQ+23, LAKL+22, MHAR20, MFFH21, NAD21, PAO20, PFT24, SRC20, SK24, TEH22, WG21, WWSW24, WYC+23].
Concentrating [ARAA+22]. Concept
[AL23a, GCMRGM24, Mou22, RCK22].
Concurrence [LH21].
Concurrence-Words [LH21]. Concurrent
[TKV23]. Condition [SWW+22, YLZZ24].
Conditional [EJ21, JMATQ23, qLH20, LX20, LCF+21, RW23b, ZM21, ZL24].
Conditioning [LHL21]. Conditions
[BÖ22]. Confidence [Z+23b].
Confidential [PCMPCH22].
Conflicting [SK22]. Conformance
[WCC+22]. Congestion
[AKA+22, AKA+21, BA23b, VD20, VC23].
Congestion-Aware [BA23b].
Congestion-Free [VD20]. Congestive
[CA22]. Conjunctions [ZZ23].
Conjunctive [CLG+20, JZWN23, L+23e].
Connected [HDK24, WhLY23].
Connectedness [GCH21]. Connection
[YZMC23]. Connectivities [GCH20].
Connectivity [BZ22, BZ22, LLF+21, LZN+22, LX20, LFZ+22, SFC+23, WZ20, WL23, XG22, YZMC23, YFC+22, YX22, YYL+20, YLW21, Zar20, ZL24, ZZLY23].
Conquer [GC22, PDO22]. Consecutive
[HYZ+20]. Consensus [Sha24, ZZW+24b].
Considering [CSY23, LSC+22, SA24].
Consistency [TJB23]. Consortium
[GCR+22]. Constant
[GG22, HCH24, S+23].
Constant-Round [HCH24].
Constant-Size [GC22]. Constants
[SLZ24]. Constraining [HCH24, ZC23a].
Constraints [BCS22, CCC+23, RAD20].
Construct [BM23, WCF+22].
Constructing [CX22, LW23b].
Construction [AGA24, Ano24b, AA20, BS24, DM23, HHX+23, LW23a, LTT+22, Q+23, SZH+24, TLD+20, WZG+20].
Constructions [AGA24, Ano24b].
Constructors [HCZ+21]. Consumption
[LQJ+24, SKB+22, SH22, WWSW24].
Contact [Nar21]. Container [CGY22].
Containers [Lin24]. Content
[Ano24a, DK22, GSFS21, HZY21, KSS+24, PS20, R+23, ZLL+22]. Content-Based
[GSFS21, PS20]. Contention
[BRA21, RS21]. Context
[AKD+21, BKS22, BYYS21, FGM21, GZL+21, LSC+22, SKB+22, TGZ+21].
Context-Aware
[AKD+21, LSC+22, SKB+22]. Continual
[HYZ+22]. Continuous [LL24, LTH21, QYZ+21, ZQY+22, ZYW+20, ZWQ+23].
Continuous-Time [LTH21]. Contour
[LZ23]. Contourlet [WWY+20b].
Contract [ACK+24, PCMPCNHR22].
Contract-Based [ACK+24]. Contraction
[YCZ+22]. Contracts [WLZ22].
Contradiction [PS22a, PS22b]. Contrast
[CYH+20]. Control [AKA+22, ACK+24, AKA+21, BRA21, BDFP23, BHJ20, DO22, PTH+21, SVD+24, WZL+24]. Controllable
[WZM23]. Controller
[HXLX18, HXLX22]. Controllers [TBH21].
Controlling [SSMS22]. Convergence
[SKSM23, PMMS22]. Convolution
Correlated Ano24d, Ano24f, Ano24e, Ano24a, DAR22, Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano24b, Ano24c, Ano24d, Ano24f, Ano24e, Ano24a, DAR22. 

Correlated [DMG+23, WW22]. 


Copy [Ano24e, KSG22, LGX+24]. 

Copy-Move [KSG22]. Core [TADD23, TK22]. 

Corpus [CBEBPPZM20]. Correction [Ano23a, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano24b, Ano24c, Ano24d, Ano24f, Ano24e, Ano24a, DAR22]. 


Cotton [DFS+21b]. Counting [YSH+22]. 

Coupled [SZL22]. Couplet [GZL+21]. 

Coupling [CZL22]. Cover [BT23b, KCLH21]. Coverage [HCZ+21, WWY20a]. Covering [HCZ+21]. 

Covid [AASG23, AP22, Ano23b, ETA22, MST23, MKB23, SAK22, TH23, VSS+22, RJ23]. 


CP [LSX+21, ZKQH24]. CP-ABE [LSX+21, ZKQH24]. CPLM [GK21]. 


Credentials [SKB+22]. Credit [RFAV22]. 


Differential [CZLY21, HWW+24, JZD21, LRG+24, LLS+24, MA20, SLL24, WBG21, WDM+23, XWL23, ZZC24b, KSG20a].

Differential-Aided [WDM+23].

Differential-Based [LLS+24].

Differential-Linear [XWL23].

Differential/Discriminator [CZLY21, HWW22].

Differential-Based [LLS+24].

Dimension-Based [SIT20].

Disambiguation-Based [DI20].

Disassembly [SIT20].

Disassembling [SIT20].

Discovered [GC22, PDO22].

Divide-and-Conquer [GC22].

Division [HLJW22].

DNFs [Wil22].

DNS [ARDP21, LYW+22, LCX+22].

Document [AASG23, BFM22, JB23, VB21].

Does [AV22].

DoLiOn [GR22].

Domain [BSM21, CCZ+22, GG23, SC22, SYC+23, YLC+24, ZYG23].

Dominating [KSKM23].

Domination [CA23, LZG21a].

Double [LL21, LTH21, R+23].

Double-Layer [LL21, LTH21].

Double-Lead [R+23].

Down [GLXP23], DQcube [ZM21, ZZLY23].

DQNs [Hsu23].

DQNs-Based [Hsu23].

Dragonfly [HYab24, RSR20, MGB23, MBA23, PK21].

Drawings [BFG+21].

Drive [CZZW21].

Driven [ANKZ+22, TTCCMR+23, RA22a].

Driving [HHX+20].

Drone [BDFP23].

Dropout [MSZ+20].

Drought [KSA20].

Drug [GR21, YS22].

DSDV [KSG20b].

DSR [KSG20b].

Dual [ARDP21, CZZW21, SS24].

Dual-Mode [CZZW21].

Dual-Stack [ARDP21].

Dueling [Hsu23].

Duplications [ZLX24].

During [DH21, GGJM21, VD20, SS22b, VC23].

Dynamic [AT24, EI21, GP21, KKM21, KK23c, LLLQ24, L+23e, MNN20, NJ21, PKL21, Sha24, SKB+22, SJL20, TK22, WLZ22, ZHT22, ZWM22, MNN20].

Dynamic-SoS [MNN20].

Dynamically [RSSJ23].

e-Cash [H+23a].

e-Coin [BS24].

E-Commerce [GÖ23].

E-Learning [AH21, RW23a].

e-Voting [H+23a].

Early [DM23, HYTG24, MBB23, NGS22, SSS+22].

Earthworm [SJ20].

eBiBa [LLW24].

ECDSA [CCY+24].

eCK [LZ22].

eCK-Secure [LZ22].

Ecosystems [ANO23b, SD24, SAK22].

Economic [ANO24a, ZLL+22].

Edge [ANO24c, BXZ22, BA23b, BK23, BS23, GCH20, JCY+20, LLD20, LZ20a, MJQ23,

Extreme [RKA+22]. Extremely [XCH24].


Filter
[GYY⁺20, GGD22, KSS⁺24, LLG⁺20, MS20].
Filtering [ANA⁺22]. Filters
[CBEPPZM20, WWW⁺22]. Find
[CRRY23, GZY⁺23]. Finding [LFZ24].
Fine [LSC⁺22, SLT⁺22, YLX⁺24].
Fine-Grained [LSC⁺22, SLT⁺22, YLX⁺24].
Fingerprint [LMMR22, LZX⁺22].
Finite [CKR22, MMR22, SZA24, TY23, WCD21].
Firebug [SMK23].
First [LWS⁺21].
Fish [ASPB22].
FLAKE [JMV22].
Flash [BKS22, CZZW21, ZLX24].
Flattening [BT23a]. Flattening [SJC23].
Fleet [CT23, SDK⁺22]. Flexible
[WZMZ23]. Flipping [LCZ⁺22]. Floor
[WLZ20]. Flow
[BGHG22, Ken20, LLLQ24, Liu24, LLDX23, PTH⁺21, TTCCMR⁺23, ZWY⁺24].
Flow-Based [PTH⁺21]. Flower [RG23].
Flows [ALS23b]. Fluid [BTT⁺22]. Flush
[SS22c]. fMRI [aBWH⁺22]. fMRI-Based
[aBWH⁺22]. Fog [AS24a, JTGJ20, PFT24, SS22b, SSMS22, XQYA23, YNZ⁺22].
Fog-Assisted [YNZ⁺22, SS22b].
Fog-Based [XQYA23]. Folded
[BZ22, WL23, ZL24]. Food [AÖ21].
Footprint [SHL22]. Force [SA22].
Forecast [Ano23b, HJ20, LLDX23, SAK22].
Forecasting [KS20a]. Forensic
[GCMRMG24, SR23]. Forest
[KD21, LHL21, SK24]. Foreword [AM23].
Forgery [Ano24e, KSG22, LGX⁺24, VS21, KSG20a].
Formal [ALS23a, BDFP23, Mou22].
Formalizing [SDW24]. Forward
[BG21, JZWN23, KK23a, L⁺23e, ZYA⁺22].
Forward-Secure [ZYA⁺22]. FOX
[DWGC23]. FPGA
[Ano24f, TAA23, ZCH23]. FPGA-Based
[Ano24f, TAA23]. FPGA-CPU [ZCH23].
FPGAs [ESC24]. FQ [WL23]. FR [NCL22].
Fractern [BT23a]. Fractional
[CKA21, KGA23]. Fractional-Chicken
[CKA21]. Framework
[ACK⁺24, AVA21, Ano24d, GC23, GP21, Gok22, JTGJ20, KS20b, L⁺23e, LW23a, MH20, MHR20, NCRS22, RM20, SB22, Sar20, SV22b, SVD⁺24, TEHG22, WLZ22, YFW⁺23, YLX⁺24, SGGM21].
Frameworks [NAD21, YS22]. Fraud
[RFAY22]. Free
[HLX22, RS22, VC23, ZC23b, LSQ20, VD20].
Frequency [FGM21, L⁺23b, TK22].
Frequent [KK23a]. Friendly [AMT23].
Friends [LLGC22]. Friends-Based
[LLGC22]. Fruit [WLLM23]. Fruit-80
[WLLM23]. Fruit-v2 [WLLM23]. Full
[MIH21]. Fully
[daJS22, SS22d, XWH⁺23, X⁺23].
Functional [ALS23b, B⁺23, LZ20b, SA24].
Functions
[CX22, HYZ⁺20, LW22, LZ20b, ZYS⁺23].
Fusion
[Ano24d, Gok22, HZS⁺23, LPP21, LDC⁺21].
Future [AYW⁺22, SJ22]. Fuzzy
[AKS⁺23, AS24a, DFS⁺21h, HHH24, HXLX18, HXLX22, JM22, JMR23, KRR20, KA5V23, LLGC20, LWM⁺22, MQL23, MS20, PJ20, PD20, RP22b, SZA24, SD20, SMK23, VSS⁺22]. Fuzzy-Logic [AS24a].
Gambling [SYC⁺23]. Game
[Dar22, Sae24]. Games [AR21]. GAN
[CLX⁺22]. GAN-Based [CLX⁺22]. GANs
[MJQ23]. Gathering [AA23]. Gaze
[XLLG22]. GBE [TBF21]. Gene [MRVC23].
General [SZL⁺20, WZG⁺20, YL224].
Generalization [LL22]. Generalize
[Ano23c, LCC23]. Generalized
[KSVM23, SWFW24, WGL⁺22, WL23].
Generated [Ano24a, HZY21, LX20, RW20, Shu23, TTPD21, XL23, ZLL⁺22].
Generation [GC23, GZL⁺21, HHLL22, Lee20, NLD⁺23, YWW21, ZMWL20].
Generative [ASPB22, Ano23b, JMATQ23, PLY⁺23, SS22a, SAK22, ZLZ⁺22]. Generic
[LTT⁺22, WBG21]. Genesis [ADF22].
Genetic
[AASG23, BIZA21, HYTG24, KTK21, LH22, TYTZSE24, ZOLX23]. Hunting
[KRR20, MRVC23]. Hunting-Based
[KRR20, MRVC23]. Hybrid
Hybridized [PK21, RCK22].
Hydrographical [Ken20]. Hyper
[ANG20, XDL23, Yan24]. Hyper-Chaotic [ANG20]. Hyper-Hamiltonian [XDL23, Yan24]. Hypercube
[LZM+22, LC24a, SWFW24, WL23]. Hypercube-Based [LZM+22]. Hypercubes
[BZ22, GCH20, S+23, WM22, XG22, XY22, YYL+20, ZLC+22, ZZZC24a, ZL24]. Hyperledger [ZSM24].

IaaS [SII22]. IBE [ML20]. ID
[LSQ20, LMH+21]. ID-Based
[LSQ20, LMH+21]. Ideation [CK21].
Identification
[ASM+22, CK22, DK22, FYH20, JMATQ23, LGFD24, MJQ23, ZZJZ20, ZCW+24]. Identify [MKS+22]. Identifying
[KS24, QZT21, QLZ24]. Identity
[LHHW22, ML20, WZG+20, YDS+20, ZWG+20, ZWQ+23]. Identity-Based
[LHHW22, WZG+20, YDS+20, ZWG+20, ZWQ+23]. ID [OEAAC23]. IEC [TZ23].
IEEE [CLH22, HH24]. IID [WL20, Z+23a]. IoT [HSN23]. Im [CX22]. Image
[ASB22, AAM+22, BT23b, CKA21, JCG23, K+24, KM23, KRR20, KK23c, MST23, NGS22, PDRC22, SS24, SSB23, KK23b]. Imaging [BBT+22]. ImagingDev
[RMMA+20]. Imbalanced
[ASM+22, KZH+22, PG22]. Immune
[CP23]. Impact [AASG23, Meg20].
Impaired [NB21]. Imperialist [OMG22]. Implementation [CLL+24, LW23b, P+23, PMPC+20, TBH21]. Implementations [ZY23]. Implicit
[BM23]. ImposeSVD
[YO23]. Imposing [Wil22]. Impossible
[ZZW+24a]. Improve [KSG20b, XWL23].
Improved
[FSN21, GQL+20, H+23c, JDH23, LLG+20, LC22, LLJ+24, LSS+20, LZX+22, LLS+24, LSH+24, MG21, MP22, PS20, PP22, PG22, RK22, SWW+22, SM23, SR20, SDM23, ZSL22, WCD21, YQDJ24]. Improvement
[CYH+20, GCR+22, OB21, ZCC+23]. Improving [BIZA21, JZD21, LZQL22, PCLZ23, Sar20, Thi24, YZW23, ZJ23]. In-Organization [Sae24]. In/Out
[WSCL22]. Incentive [LZY20]. Incident
[HDK24]. Incompleteness [BT23a]. Incorporating [ZZC+22]. Incorrectly
[Shu23]. Increasing [MK20]. Incremental
[GÖ23]. Incrementing [YÖ23]. IND-CCA
[MH20]. Independence [SB24].
Independent [KT24, WCF+22]. Index
[HLM21, Meg20]. Indexing
[KGA22, KP20, KAV23]. India
[BA23a]. Indices
[BJ22]. Indistinguishable
[XWW23]. Individual [PC22]. Indoor
[WWY20a]. Induced [S+23]. Industrial
[GCR+22]. Industry
[NRA23]. Infection
[SSMS22]. Inferece
[AS+23, RD20, ZZZ+22]. Inference-Based [AS+23]. Influence
[PKT21]. Influencers [LFPZ24]. Influential

Infrastructure [AS24b, QMR+20]. Infrastructures [CLX+22]. Initiative [SSB23], injection [WCD21], Ink [FLZ+22].

Inpainting [RCK22], Input [LZ22], Inscription [DMP+23], Insertion [GC22].

Insider [LMH+21], Insightful [AM23]. Inspection [RSSJ23], inspired [MKB23]. Instance [GW24], Instantiation [LTT+22], Integer [BC22], Integral [WWZZ24].


Interactions [LH22, WYXZ22]. Interactive [TADD23, WSCL22, WZL+24].

Interconnection [GLXP23, SM21].


Internet [AYW+22, Far20, GCR+22, HAWA+22, L+23f, M+23, MBA23, SD23, TTCCMR+23, WCC+22, YX32, YNZ+22, ZZL+22].

Internet-of-Things [GCR+22, M+23].

Interopera [YXZ23]. Interpolation [ANA+22, MS20, ZZZ+21]. Interpretable [YFW+23]. Interrelation [AA20].

Intersection [L+23f]. Interval [PPR23].

Interview [KESZ22]. Intra [RLIK21].

Intra-Tile [RLIK21]. Intrusion [CLM+22, CR22, FSN21, KSA20, Liu24].

Invariant [C+23a, LRP22, SAR+22a, SAR+22b]. Inventory [HSL+22]. Inversion [JM24].

Investigation [GCMRG24]. Ion [GGS+23].


IoT-Based [AS24b, SSMS22]. Irreducible [SZA24]. Irreversible [LMMR22].


JSetL [CFR23]. Jumping [MNR22].


Known [LSY+20]. KORGAN [KKM21].
KP [SG23], KP-ABE [SG23]. KPCA [NBTB20]. Kravatte [ZZD+21].


Languages [RKA+22]. Laplacian [Ano23a, HZW21]. Laptops [LLY+21].


Lattice-Based [H+23c, SLW24, ZJZ+22, ZYW23]. Lattices [BM23, BRL24, LXY+20, LAKL+22]. Law [JXZ+22].

Layer [ADFS24, LL21, LTH21, MM20, SR20].


Leads-to [PDO22]. Leakage [Ala20, HY+20, HYHZ22, LZZ2, LSQ20, LZX+22, QYZ+21, XWW23, ZQY+22, ZYW+20, ZWQ+23]. Leakage-Amplified [ZQY+22]. Leakage-free [LSQ20].

Leakage-Resilient [HYHZ22, XWW23, ZYW+20, ZWQ+23]. Learned [Shu23]. Learners [SRL20].


Learning-Based [ASSA21, LL24a, PK22, SCH+20, YZX+24, ÇÖI21]. LED [ZZJZ20].

LEDet [HWS21]. Lemma [ADFS24].


Levels [DAR22]. Leveraging [LLY+21].

LFA [LZX+22]. LH [RAD20]. Li [GG23].


Lightweight [HHX+23, HXCH24, LZG+21b, Zha24]. Like [RKA+22, WLLM23, ZZW+24a, LLAL22].

Line [PXWL22, WCF+22]. Linear [BC22, CZZ23, HW+24, JDZ21, LS+24, SJ23, SB24, XWL23, ZY+23, ZZZ24b].

Linearly [GHC20, LXY+20]. Lingual [YWY21].

Link [LZN+24, LL22, MYB20, Meg20, MPL21, VD20, ZC23a, VC23].

Linkable [LZW+23, TLD+20]. Linkage [GO23]. Lion [SS22a]. Literacy [PK20].

Literature [AN23e, MM22]. Liver [KM23]. Load [AK20, BA23b, BK23, HZZ20, HH24, LWL+22]. Loading [Y+23b].

Lobe [MST23]. Local [Ano24d, BTT+22, Çal22, G22, Gok22, LC20, LZN+24, LRPP2, MH21, RW23b, WZC+21, YZW23].

Localization [RA21, RA22a, VKM21, YHX+24]. Locally [KCLH21, qLHG20]. Location [Lcc20, LLG+20, R+23, YXY21].

Location-Based [LLG+20]. Log [SB24].


Low-Data [HLC+23]. Low-Latency [LW23b]. Low-Light [HWS21].

Low-Sample-Size [ZJ23]. Lower [YD21].

LPN [LLGC20, LSS24]. LraSched [CGY22]. LSTM [ANO24f, LCC+24, TYY24, TAA23].


MAC [MM20, RS21, ZYG23]. Machine 


Machine-Based [RA+22]. Machines [TY23].


Maximum [KT24, OFM22, S+23].

MaxSAT [LC20]. MBSO [RG22].

mCityPASS [PCMPCA20]. MD5 [SW+22]. MDER [TGZ+21]. Me [ZJZ20]. Meadows [BT23a]. Meal [HH22].

Mean [HB23, KRR20]. Means [LQCM23, PG22, LPL+21]. Measurements [YHX+24]. Measures [PS22a, PS22b].


Medical [AP22, M+23, PDRC22, Q+23, RP22b, SD23, WQZ+22]. Medium [HJ20].

Medium-Sized [HJ20]. Meet [DWGC23, LC22, LSG+20, LSG+23].

Meet-In-The-Middle [LSG+23, DWGC23, LC22, LSG+20]. Mellitus [HH22]. Membership [HX24, WL24, ZZZ+22].
Memory [Cal22, CZZW21, LH22, LYK+20, MGB23, XWQ24].

Membership-Authenticated [HXCH24].

Mesothelioma [ASM+22, CZZW21, LH22, LYK+20, MGB23, XWQ24].

Menger [GCH21, ZL24].


Messaging [SV22b]. Meta [DO22].


Meteorological [HHB24].

Metals [CRA23].

Methodology [AASG23, Ano24a, AEGA22, AEGA23, BG21].


Model-Based [JCY+20, HZZ20]. Model-Driven [ANKZ+22].

Modeling [ASA23, Ano24a, AEGA22, AEGA23, CT23, LTH21, WWY20a, WYXZ22, Y+23a, ZZC22, ZLL+22, uHLH22].

Modelling [Ken20, VSS+22].

Models [AO21, CUK22, DM23, GLXP23, LH22, Lee20, LCC+24, MKI20, PFM22, SB24].

Modern [BG21].

Modification [SLT+22, ZOLX23].

Modified [Ano23b, BSM21, SV22a, SAK22, X+23].

Modular [BMV22, SXZ20].

Modularization [IOS+22].

Modules [SDK+22].

Modules [AZL22].

MoG [CLC+19, CLJ+22].

Moisture [MGB23, MBA23].

Molecules [GR21].

Monarch [SRS+23].

Monarch-Earthworm-Based [SRS+23].

Monarch-Earthworm-Based [SS22].

Monetization [AVA21].

Monitoring [JMR23, MKI23, MBA23, SS22a].

Monoculus [PMMS22].

Monotonic [CCC+23]. Mostly [Ang24].

Moth [G22].

Motion [SRS+23].

Move [AOS24, KSG22, LGX+24].

Moves [Mer20].

MPSoc [SWJk20].

MR [NBTB20].

MRI [NBTB20].
[CKA21]. MSVNN [GR22]. Multi
Multi-Access [BK23]. Multi-Armed [AV20]. Multi-Band [WWY+20b].
Multi-criteria [TEHG22]. Multi-digit [AAM+22]. Multi-Dimensional
Multi-exposure [HZS+23].
Multi-Instance [GW24]. Multi-Key [X+23, XWH+23]. Multi-KeyWord
[LZQ+23]. Multi-Net [MSH22].
Multi-Objective [Ano23d, KB22, BFM22]. Multi-Passenger [DLM20].
Multi-Signature [KSD22]. Multi-Stage
[KESZ22, RA22b]. Multi-Swarm
[LDXZ+21, L+23a]. Multi-Verse
[Ano23d, KB22, RCK22]. Multi-View
[L+23a, PDRC22, PKLK21, ZHT22].
Multiantenna [ZZL20]. Multichannel
[RS21]. Multidimensional [CZZ23].
Multilayered [WA22]. Multilingual
[LHL20]. Multimedia
[OS23, ZTK21, SGGM21]. Multimodal
[Ano24d, Gk22, SGGM21]. Multinode
[CHT20]. Multipartite [YX24].
Multiparty [PCMPCNHR22]. Multipath
[TKV23]. Multiple [BIZA21, CP22, CSYY23, DLM20, H+23a, LL24b, SWJkL20, SR20, SE23, Y+23c, ZOLX23].
Multiple-Choice [SWJkL20].
Multiple-Layer [SR20]. Multiplication
[JM24]. Multiplicity [Ano23c, LCC23].
Multipliers [Lem24]. Multiprocessor
[YX24]. Multiresolution [TADD23].
Multiscale [BSM21, LWM+22]. Multiset
[SZA24]. Multispectral [GR22, WZQ+22].
Multivariate [DST20, SD23].
Multivariate-Based [SD23]. Muscle
[SA22]. Muscular [ANA+22]. Mutual
[CP23, HHL22]. My [GGJM21]. Myopic
[KT24].
Nagapattinam [JMR23]. Name
[K.24, SYC+23]. Name-Based [K.24].
Named [HZK20]. Names
[NS22, ZK23, LTH21, GLLZ21].
NAND [ZLX24]. NARX
[GC21, GPR20]. Nash [AR21]. Natural
[BS21, HAWA+22]. Nature
[LH22]. NDN [KSS+24, VSD+24].
NDN-RBE [VSD+24]. Near [WKW+24].
nearest [KK23b]. Need [BM23]. Needed
[BOI22]. Negative
[Ano23c, LCC23, LHT21, GLLZ21].
Neighbor
[qLHLG20, W20, KK23b, ZZJZ20].
Neighborhood [QZTZ21]. Nested
[RLIK21]. Net [BTT+22, MSH22].
NetFlow [LJ23]. Network
Network-Based [SJ23, WCC+22].
Networking [R+23]. Networks
[ASS21, AV20, Ano23b, Ano24f, AAM+22, BRA21, CHT20, CLH22, DAR22, Gan20, GLYP23, HZ22, HXH+23, Hsu24, HY24b, KA20, LLF+21, LSH+22, LZN+22, ZKN22].
LOGC22, LZL\textsuperscript{+}23, LZW\textsuperscript{+}23, LZZ\textsuperscript{+}24, MSZ\textsuperscript{+}20, WZ23, MYB20, MM20, Meg20, NM23, OB21, QXZZ21, Q\textsuperscript{+}23, QZTZ21, QL24, RG22, RNJRL\textsuperscript{+}22, RS21, SB22, SM21, Sx24, SIT23, SAK22, SZL\textsuperscript{+}20, SFC\textsuperscript{+}23, TAA23, WYXZ22, WGL\textsuperscript{+}22, XZZ\textsuperscript{+}24, YZMC23, Y\textsuperscript{+}23b, YFA20, YLW21, ZZL\textsuperscript{+}22, ZLZS22, ZHP21, NZS\textsuperscript{+}23.

Neural [AV20, ANo24f, ANo24d, AAM\textsuperscript{+}22, BTT\textsuperscript{+}22, CR22, CRA23, C\textsuperscript{+}23b, CSY23, DV22, DAR22, Gok22, GGD22, JCG23, KS21, KGA23, L\textsuperscript{+}23a, LH20, LLS\textsuperscript{+}24, MSZ\textsuperscript{+}20, MRVC23, MPL21, NCRS22, OB21, PVFP22a, PVFP22b, RP22a, RA22a, RA22b, RA22a, Rat20, RK22, RJ23, RA22b, SRLM22, SS22d, SE23, SD20, SJ2C23, SS20, TAA22, VIKM21, WZQ\textsuperscript{+}22, WPY\textsuperscript{+}23, XLLG22, ZZLZ22, GPR20].

Neural-Aided [C\textsuperscript{+}23b].

Neural-Fuzzy [SRD20].

Next [AM20].

Node [LZN\textsuperscript{+}24, LGFD24, YLZ20].

Nodes [GLXP23, QZTZ21, ZZC\textsuperscript{+}24b].

Non-IID [ZZC\textsuperscript{+}24b].

Non-Malleable [YLZ20].

Non-Maximum [OMF22].

Non-negative [GLZ21].

Non-Even [LS23].

Non-repairable [GLZ21].

Non-Subsampled [GLZ21].

Non-Uniform [RL21].

Nonce [LRG\textsuperscript{+}24].

Nonce-Based [LRG\textsuperscript{+}24].

Nonlinear

Non-Uniform [RL21].

Nonce [LRG\textsuperscript{+}24].

Non-Even [LS23].

Normalization [WCD\textsuperscript{+}24].

Note [GH20].

Notion [LM\textsuperscript{+}20].

Novel

Non-IID [ZZC\textsuperscript{+}24b].

Non-Interactive [WZL\textsuperscript{+}24].

Non-Malleable [YD21].
Property [HLJW22]. Proposals [AGA24, Ano24b]. Proposed [AGA24, Ano24b, HFT22, KKK21, RM22, SGGM21].

Proprietary [HHC22]. Protect [CPN21].

Protected [ZY23]. Protection [AKD21, CT22, LMMR22].

Protocol [Far20, Gai20, KIAN21, LLG20, MM20, PCMPCA20, PCMPCH22, RS21, SJ20, SMK23, YXZ23, ZKQH24, ZYG23].

Protocols [BMV22, KSG20b].

Provable [LAKL22]. Provably [LHHW22, SD23, XTW23, YWHY20].

Providing [HYTG24]. Provisioning [SII22].

Proxy [LWS21, YWHY20].

PureSVD [YO23]. Pursuit [Ang24].

Qassim [AHI22]. QoS

[AK20, BK23, GP21, KSG20b, LL24b, NJ21].

QoS-Aware [BK23, NJ21]. Qualitative [RNJRL22].

Quality [ASI23a, Ano23e, MMMZ23, NCL22, PP22].

Quantitative [Meq20, RNJRL22].

Quantum [CWD23, DWZS24, LLW24, LTT22, QQ24, WZJ24].

Quantum-Resistant [LTT22].

Quaternion [TYY21]. Queries [ARDP21, P23, ZC23a].

Query [AGZ24, CZLY21, HPV21, LPH21, SKA23, GPR20].

Query-based [CZLY21], query-specific [GPR20].

Querying [LSH22]. Question [YHY21]. Questions [KC23]. Queue [SV22b].


Radio [MM20, RG22].

Radiographs [PXW22]. RAID [YYLX21]. RAID-6 [YYLX21].

Rainbow [ACLA23]. Rainfall [SP20a]. Random [AM20, Ano24c, aBWH22, CX22, EI21, GGS23, K21, LHL21, LZ20a, QDZZ20, RS22, Sha24, Sha22, ZXL24].

Random-Oracle-Free [RS22].

Randomized [LZ20b]. Randomly [Ano23d, KB22]. Range [P23, ZHL24].

Rank [SP20b, TKV23]. Ranked [LZQ23].

ranking [SP20b]. Ransomware [LCC24].

Rao [Kal23]. Rare [CCC23, DMG23].

Ratcheting [YVCC23]. Rate [HB23, ZY21].


RCR [JSBV22, JSB24].

RCR-32 [JSBV22, JSB24].

RCR-64 [JSBV22, JSB24].

RDH [SS24].

Re [HH24, SP20b]. Re-Grouping [HH24].

Re-ranking [SP20b]. Reaction [Wan21].

Readability [PK20, PK22]. Real [AS24a, Ano24f, EC22, ECE20, HWS21, MYB20, MB23, QXZ21, SJL20, TAA23, WSA22, WK24].

Real-Time [AS24a, Ano24f, EC22, ECE20, HWS21, MYB20, SJL20, TAA23, WSA22, WK24, MB23].

Real-World [QXZ21].

Realistic [MQZ23].

Realizability [IOS22]. Reasoning [DFS21].

Receive [ZZI21]. Receivers [Ano24f, TAA23].

Receiving [HAWA22].

Rechargeable [CHT20, MWH24].

Recognition

[AEZ20, AEZ21, Ano24d, AAM22, BIZA21, DMP23, FFH22, FZH21, Gok22, HZIF23, HZY21, KESS22, LPP21, LRP22, MSH22, OB21, RKA22, SAR22a, SAR22b, SS22d, SS20, SYC23, TYDTSE24, WSA22, WZQ22, XDZ22, ZWM22].

Recommendation

[ADF22, GSFS21, GGD22, HHX20, SC22].
SD20, TGZ+21, XQYA23].

Recommendations
[DLZ20, LSC+22, YO23]. Recommender
[ATZ+21, AKD+21, AYW+22, HFT22, XZYZ24]. Reconfigurable [NM23].

Reconfiguration [GGJM21].
Reconstruction [KGA23, TTPD21].
Record [GO23]. Records
[CRD+24, CCZ+22]. Recover [Shu23].
Recovery [MG21, RG23, ZLD+20].
Rectangle [YQDJ24]. Recurrent
[CR22, MRVC23, NCRS22, RP22a, RK22, SS22d, SE23, ZYW+24]. Recursive [SM21].
Redactable [GCR+22, ZWZH23]. Redis
[SV22b]. Redis-Based [SV22b]. Reduce
[NCRS22, ZLX24]. Reduced [Alt23a, HY24a, HCZ23, H+23b, LC22, LSG+20, WDM+23, ZWZW23, ZLD+20, ZDD+21].
Reduced-Round
[HY24a, HCFZ23, LC22, LSG+20, ZWZW23].
Redundancy [LZY20].
Redundancy-Aware [LZY20]. Reference
[Alt23a]. Referenced [XZZ+24].

Refinement [ZZW22]. Reformulation
[Ska23]. Regenerative [EC22]. Region
[ARA+22, XXM+22]. Registered
[CLH22, HH24]. Registered-Backoff-Time
[CLH22]. Registration [LDC+21].

Regression [MS23, XLLG22]. Regret
[GKK22]. Regular
[LLZ+23, LZY+21, SZL+20, SFC+23, ZHP21, ZMWL20, ZCH23]. Regularizing
[MS2+20]. Reinforcement
[LL21, LFZ24, XCC20]. Rejection [TA23].
Related [BS21, LLS+24, WLW24, YQDJ24].
Related-Key [LLS+24, YQDJ24].
Relation [BL22, CRK22, HPV+21].
Relationship [LLF+21, SFC+23, YLW21].
Relationships [ADFS24, KS24]. Relative
[Meg20]. Relay [LOGC22]. Reliability
[GH21, HIX22, LLY+23, LLLZ24, LCF+21, LFZ+22, VGC23, YX24, ZM21, ZHP21].
Rerelinearization [LSS24]. Reload [SS22c].
Relying [SB20]. Remote
[MM21, SSB23, WWY+20b]. Removal
[ANA+22]. Removing [XZZ+24].
repairable [VG23]. Replica [LZL20].
Replication [AK20, GQL+20, TJB23].
Representation
[GEZ24, HFT22, LH21, SSB23, YAHVC20].
Request [Y+23b]. Requirement [AKI20].
Requirements [SA24]. Rescue [GGJM21].
Research [LCX+22, QGL+22, uHLH22].
Residual [AT24, WZ23]. Resilient
[HYZH22, Sha24, XWW23, ZYW+20, ZWQ+23]. Resistance
[CLC+19, CLJ+22, WL20, Z221, XZX+23].
Resistant [LTT+22]. Resolution
[BFG+21, GR22]. Resolvers [LCX+22].
Resonance [BTT+22, KGA23]. Resource
[BK23, HXCH24, JCY+20, JTGJ20, NM23, PP23, SII22, XQYA23, SGGM21].
Resource-Constrained [HXCH24]. Resources
[ANKZ+22, TTCCMR+23, YWY21].
Response [GR21, LCX+22]. RESTFUL
[HDK24]. Restricted
[LMZ+22, SLT+22, YYL+20]. Results
[KT23, MK20]. Retinal [RK22, KK23b].
Retinopathy [KK23b, RK22].
Retrievability [GQL+20, WLW24].
Retrievable [SRC20]. Retrieval
[AP22, KGA22, KP20, KASV23, PS20, SKA23, GPR20]. Retrieving [E21, ST20].
Retroactive [dAJS22]. Reusable
[LLGC20, MQL23]. Reuse
[ML20, WZJ+24]. Reverse [SST23].
Reversible [B+23, CYH+20, QGL+22, Y+23c, YZN24, ZOLX23]. Review [Ano23e, HFT22, KZH+22, MMMZ23, RPP24, VS21].
Review-Based [HFT22]. Reviews
[BA23a, HFT22, LS23, SC22, YS22].
Revisited
[CC22, LAM+20, LQ20, WZJ+24].
Revisiting [ARDP21, JSB24]. Revocable
[ML20, TLMY21, T+23, YMD+24].
Revocation [MH21, ZC23b, ZGW+20].
Rewriting [T+23]. RGIM [KSG20b]. Rice
[DV22]. Ride [HHX+20]. Rider [CP23, MGB23, Nar22, RP22a, SP20b].
River [Ken20]. Road [AKA+21, KAMA22, SP23]. RoBERTa [LL23]. Robots [DLP+21, KT24, PMMS22].
Robust [C+23a, KSG22, LWY+22, LZ3, PKLK21, RA21, TYY+21, WHL22, YTL+23].
Round-Reduced [H+23b, WDM+23, ZLD+20, ZDD+21]. Rounds [ZY23]. Route [HHX+20].
Routing [Far20, FNWL23, Gan20, KSG20b, KYA21, LWZR24, MWH+24, RAD20, SJ20, SMK23, Y+23b]. Row [CRRY23].
Running [CGY22]. Rural [M+23].
S [GR22, HLJW22, LZX+22]. S-box [LZX+22]. S-boxes [HLJW22].
sasa [ADJ23]. Satellite [GR22, KK23c, MS20]. Satisfaction [NJ21].
Scale-Invariant [LRP22]. Scaled [BJ22].
Scheme [CHT20, CLG+20, CZC22, CLH22, DST20, FHHW24, GAK20, HFT22, KSD22, LHHW22, LLG+20, LWS+21, LZX+22, LZ23f, LC24b, Q+23, R+23, SD23, WZQ+23, X+23, YWHY20, ZZZ, ZLX24, ZYWH23, ZYW+20]. Schemes [LAKL+22, RS22, WL20, WLM24, WZG+20].
Scrutinizing [Ala23]. SDN [FNW23, VD20, VC23]. SDVoIP [GP21].
Search [AM20, BFM22, CP23, CLG+20, GS22, HXW22, JZD21, JZWN23, KK23a, KSS+24, KP20, LC23, LDZ+21, LDZ+22, LTT+22, MH20, MRVC23, MA20, RCK22, R+23, SP20b, SJ23, YX23].
Searchable [CN1+23, LZZQ+23, L+23c, WCD21, WZQ+23, WZL+24]. Season [YLX+24].
Security [ANG20, AS24a, BG21, CPN+21, ErEE20, GCR+22, GT22, JSV22, LSY+20, LWS+21, XL22, YCL+20, ZQY+22, ZYC+24, ZWQ+23, ZJC24b]. Seed [PS20, SS22c]. Segment [FNW23].
Segmentation [Ano23d, BTT+22, KK23b, KB22, LQM23, LWM+22, MSTR, MAEK23, PXWL22, RA21, SP23, SJC23, TH23, XDZ22]. Selcuk
Selection [EO21, GAK20, GC22, GK21, GCD21, HHC22, KD21, LZL20, MP22, NJ21, PS20, RK22, YAHVC20, ZJ23].

Sentiment-Specific [LSY+20]. Session [LSY+20]. Service [ALS23b, AAJ+20, HDK24, JDH23, MM21, NJ21, PP22, QMR+20, TBH21, WtZLS20].
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